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Overview
Creating an effective resume will be a tool to help you
distinguish yourself from the crowd and will help you get
your foot in the door for an interview.

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

Resume Defined
Resume: A brief, concise document that
presents and effectively sells your most relevant
and positive qualifications for employment. A
marketing tool.
The purpose of a resume is . . . .
to get an interview!

First Impressions
An employer will spend less than a minute
(usually 20-30 seconds) scanning your resume
and formulating a first impression of you.
Content must be:
• clear and concise
• targeted to the type of job
and organization for which
you are applying

A Tale of “Three Piles”
Often times, employers will sort resumes into three basic piles:
1. The “Yes” Pile – resumes that demonstrate a direct
connection to qualifications indicated in a job description.
RESULT: “Definitely want to interview this candidate”.
2. The “Maybe” Pile - resumes that have some of the skills and
qualifications needed.
RESULT: “May issue interview invitation if scheduling allows”.
3. The “No Way” Pile – resumes that completely miss the mark
of desired qualifications or those riddled with spelling and
grammatical errors (show lack of attention to detail).
RESULT: “File 13 . . . the waste basket”.

Making the “Yes” (or “Maybe”) Pile
What can you do to insure your resume makes it in to the “Yes”
or at least, the “Maybe” Pile?
1. Know your skills and what you have to offer the employer.
2. Carefully read the job description – If you can match at least
85% of the of the qualifications and job requirements, you
should find yourself in the “Yes” pile. If you can match at
least 65%-70% of the qualifications and job requirements,
you should find yourself in the “Maybe” pile. Less than that,
the application process for that job may be a waste of your
time.
3. Carefully craft your resume to demonstrate your skills and
qualifications for the job and the company’s mission, values,
and culture.

How can you make it past
the 20-30 second scan?
Customize your resume for each position you are
applying. You may want to highlight certain aspects
of your experience for one employer and something
else for another.
Thoroughly research the company, reviewing their
mission, values, vision, and goal statements. Check
additional sources so you understand they way they
do business, the products and services they
provide, and growth opportunities.

How can you make it past
the 20-30 second scan?
Create a high impact resume by using action
words and specific skill words from your
profession or education to address work tasks
and skills desired as identified in the job ad.

Keyword Match
Always remember to use keywords from the job
description and company’s profile.
If the applicant pool is large, employers try to find
ways to reduce the number of candidates. They
may use an electronic keyword bank to scan
resumes – the most matches make it to the next
round.
Misspelled words and poor layout may cause your
resume to be eliminated from consideration.

Key Takeaways

• A resume is a tool to convey experience and
qualifications to an employer.
• Evaluate the job description and determine if
you have enough qualifications to pursue the
opportunity.
• Customize your resume for each application by
tailoring it to the job description and company
profile.

Write a
Winning Resume
Develop a “Skills Language”

Overview
Connecting the dots for the employer is key. It is important
to know what you have to offer and developing a “skills
language” will help you to document your skills on paper!

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

What Are You “Good At”?
Employers want to know more than your past
job titles. They want to know your talents and
what you have done with them.
Many people have a hard time identifying their
skills. Skills can be developed from your
education, past employment, volunteering and
special interests.

Types of Skills
The Skills Triad identifies three types of skills –
Self-Management, Transferable and Job-Related.

Types of Skills
Self-Management skills describe basic personality
and ability to adapt to new environments.
Examples:
• Accepts supervision
• Get along with co-workers
• Get things done on time
• Good attendance

•
•
•
•
•

Honest
Positive attitude
Productive
Puts forth best effort
Self confident

Types of Skills
Transferable skills are skills that can transfer from
job to job or into a new career.
Example:
Customer service skills learned by working in a
restaurant could be used in a variety of jobs. The
ability to provide good customer service are
essential skills for success in certain occupations
such as responding to patient’s needs as a nurse or
in answering user questions as an IT technician.

Types of Skills
Job-Related skills are those needed for a
particular occupation.
Examples:
• A nurse needs to know how to perform a
variety of medical procedures and operate
specific equipment.
• A drafter must be proficient using Auto CADD
software.

Skills Highly Desired by Employers
Ranked in order of importance (2015)

1. Communication Skills (written)

11. Technical skills

2. Leadership

12. Flexibility/adaptability

3. Analytical skills

13. Interpersonal skills

4. Strong Work Ethic

14. Organizational skills

5. Teamwork skills

15. Strategic Planning Skills

6. Problem-solving skills

16. Friendly/outgoing personality

7. Communication Skills (verbal)

17. Entrepreneurial skills/risk-taker

8. Initiative

18. Tactfulness

9. Detail-oriented

19. Creativity

10. Computer skills

*N ational A ssociation of C ollege and E m ployers 2015 Job O utlook
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Identifying Your Skills
What does it mean to be “qualified to do the
work”? “Qualified” means you either have the
skills to do the work or you are able to learn
those skills without a lot of training or
supervision. When employers scan the through
a stack of resumes, they will invite those who
they think can do the work or can learn quickly.

Identifying Your Skills
One of the key factors in securing a job is to
identify your key skills and to develop a “skills
language” to describe yourself. In one survey,
employers reported that about 90% of people
interviewed for a position did not present the
skills they had to do the job they sought. They
could not answer the basic question, “why
should I hire you?”

Identifying Your Skills
Knowing and describing your skills are essential
for preparing resumes and doing well in
interviews. Most people think of their “skills” as
job-related skills, such as using a computer. But
we all have other types of skills that are
important for success on a job – and that are
important to employers.

Identifying Your Skills – 4 Steps
Step 1: Write the title of an employmentrelated activity. Focus on those activities that
potentially demonstrate skill and experience
relative to employment. You may get these
titles from skills you gained while working for
community organizations, volunteer activities
and employers or through campus or high
school leadership experiences.

Identifying Your Skills – 4 Steps
Step 2: List the tasks involved in performing this
activity. Tasks are the basic functions of an
activity.
Step 3: List the skills involved in accomplishing
each task. Be sure to include job, selfmanagement and transferable skills.
Step 4: Network with friends, associates and
family. Ask them what skills they see that you
have.

Brainstorming
Now that you’ve thought about
your skills and what employers
are looking for, it’s time to
brainstorm all the experiences
you have had so you can begin
to begin building your resume.

Start Collecting “Experiences”
Think about all the ways
you have gained
“experience” Write your
ideas on a piece of paper:
• Education-related
accomplishments
• Work history
• Volunteer work
• Student organizations
• Any experience where
you can talk about your
skills

Start Collecting “Experiences”
Next, get REALLY detailed.
This will help you in future
steps.
Choose 2-3 of your courses
most relevant to the type
of work you are seeking
and explain them in detail.
What did you learn? What
did you DO in the class to
prove that you learned the
required material.

Start Collecting “Experiences”
Next, keep going with
your work experiences
and involvement. What
did you LEARN or what
SKILLS did you gain as a
result of your work?

Start Collecting “Experiences”
Now that you have
completed your
brainstorming list you
are ready to start
writing your resume.

Key Takeaways

• Identifying your skills and understanding how and why
they are important to employers will demonstrate how
you are qualified for the job you are seeking.
• Developing a “skills language” will help you effectively
document your skills on your resume (and help you
prepare for an interview).
• Brainstorming your experiences and what you gained
from them will help you to lay the foundation for
writing a great resume.

Write a
Winning Resume
Layout Tips

Overview
Learn how to create a resume that strategically markets
your skills and qualifications and catches the attention of
employers.

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

At a Glance
There is not one “right way”
to write a resume. Think
about how you can best
convey your experience and
qualifications to employers.
Your resume should be
arranged in an easy-to-read
format with section titles to
organize information.
Think of your resume as a
piece of “real estate”. Put the
most important information
at the top of the page to
engage the reader.

Layout Tips
Avoid using a template – they are difficult to
format and provide suggested phrases that make
your resume seem generic instead of reflective of
your experiences.
Choose a layout that is easy to read and clutter free
that highlights your most important qualifications,
transferable skills and experiences.
Prioritize the information on your resume. An
experience should only appear once. Put the most
relevant information first.

Writing Tips
• Avoid personal pronouns - “I,” “me” and “my.”
• Begin with action verbs and use present tense for
current experiences and past tense for previous
experiences.
• Use bullets and phrases – periods are not
needed.
• Avoid abbreviations and acronyms (exceptions:
CPR, states, common terms to your profession)
• Resumes must be factual, no embellishment or
fluff!

Resume Length & References
• New grads should strive for a one page resume;
however, your resume may be one or two pages if
you have relevant experience and qualifications

• If you have two pages, the second page must
contain relevant information and should be at
least two-thirds full. You may put references on
the bottom of a second page to fill it up.
• Otherwise, create a separate page for
references - Omit heading “References Available
Upon Request”.

Design Your Resume

• Set margins between .5”-1”
• Use a professional looking, easy-to-read font such
as Arial, Arial Narrow, Calibri, Times New Roman
•
•
•
•
•

Select a font size between 11 or 12
Use lines under heading or between sections
Use all CAPS for section headings
Double space between sections
Bold and/or italicize important words to highlight

• Color may be used for name, sections headings,
and lines – choose conservative colors

Create a “Letterhead”
• Include your name and contact information.
• If applying directly to a company, include your
mailing address. If posting to generic or public
sites, omit your mailing address for your
safety.
• Use an email address appropriate for
communicating with employers.
• Add your LinkedIn and/or portfolio link.
• Use proper punctuation and abbreviations.

Letterhead Style Examples

Congratulations!
You have just created your own personalized
“letterhead”. You should use it for any
documents and correspondence you send to
employers such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Cover Letters
Resumes
References
Qualifications summary pages
Acceptance or withdrawal letters

Organizing Information
• Use section headings to organize your
information.
• Typing section headings in ALL CAPS and
making them bold helps the reader quickly
identify qualifications.
• You may create your own section headings as
long as they are brief and describe the
information in the section.

Sample Section Headings
• Activities
• Awards
• Certifications
• Clinical Experience
• Course Highlights
• Education
• Experience
• Highlights
• Internships
• Involvement
• Leadership

• Licenses
• Military Service
• Presentations
• Profile
• Qualifications
• References
• Related Experience
• Skills
• Summary
• Technology
• Volunteer Experience

Preparing to Submit
• You may need 2-3 different versions of your
resume. Create one that can be pasted into
online applications.
• Print your resume on high quality resume
paper.
• Save your resume as a PDF file when applying
electronically.

Key Takeaways

• There is not one “right way” to write a resume
– tailor your resume to best describe your
experience and qualifications.
• Resumes should be formatted in an organized,
easy-to-read document.
• AVOID templates! You can still be creative and
have a document that is attractive and easy to
edit for future applications.
• Customize resumes for each application.

Write a
Winning Resume
Highlighting Education

Overview
Though your studies, you have been applying concepts learned
in your courses to solve real-world problems. Highlighting your
education and coursework can demonstrate that you are ready
and qualified to work as soon as you step foot off an M State
campus.

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

At a Glance
The sample resume demonstrated in this workshop is a
good starting point for new
grads or students seeking an
internship.
This module focuses on
highlighting your education
and courses.
Check out the last module in
this series for other topics you
may add to your resume
depending on your major and
life experiences.

Documenting Education
When writing about your education, always write
about your current pursuit first, even if you have
completed other degrees.
It is not necessary to document an attempt at
another college if you didn’t complete the degree.
• An exception may be if you want to highlight
related coursework that may demonstrate an
understanding of a skillset or background
knowledge which will complement your education
for the job or field of your application.

Documenting Education
It is important to highlight other degrees you have
completed prior to the current degree you are
seeking.
You may include your high school education ONLY IF
you are currently in high school and are a PostSecondary Education Option student. Otherwise, the
“high school ship” has sailed . . .

5 Facts to Document Education
1
4

2

3
5

1. The type of degree you are receiving – Associate, Diploma, Certificate
2. Name of major(s) – BOLD your major so it stands out - it’s an important qualifier!
3. The month and year (no date) when you will receive your degree. Once you have
graduated or are about to graduate, drop the word “Anticipated”, which allows
employers to understand where you are in your educational journey.
4. The name of your college written in it’s entirety – you can abbreviate the college
name in parenthesis if you plan to shorten its name in later sections.
5. The city and state in which your campus is located.
You may add optional information such as your GPA (3.25 or higher), honors,
involvement, etc.

Sample Education Sections
A double major completed at M State at the same time:

Opportunity to highlight
GPA of 3.25 or higher.

Two or more majors completed at M State at different times:

Always remember to begin
with the most recent degree.

Liberal Arts degree completed at M State:

Sample Education Sections
Two or more degrees completed at M State and a different college:

Additional information about
honors and involvement.

PSEO students – high school information appropriate in this case:

An option to reference
coursework instead of adding
another section.

Course Highlights
Creating an additional section to highlight your
coursework can provide an opportunity to show
where you are in your educational pursuit or
demonstrate how you can apply what you have
learned.
Think back to Module 2, slide 16, when you
began to identify coursework you have taken
that will show what you have learned and how
you have applied your knowledge.

How did you apply your knowledge?
Identify one or two courses that pertain to the job
for which you are applying. Consider courses with
assignments where you have applied multiple
concepts to solve a real workplace problem.
Think about the following:
• What was the purpose or goal of the project?
• What steps did you take to accomplish the
project?
• What tools, technology, procedures did you use?
• What content knowledge did you apply?
• What skills are employers seeking?

Course Highlights - Example
Architectural Drafting and Design example:

Name the course and
bold course title.

Begin with a past tense
action word. Periods are
not needed as you are
writing in phrases.

Include semester
and year taken.

Identify the purpose of the
project in the first line.
Continue by writing about the
steps, tools, technology and
skills you applied. Add detail
to demonstrate your
application of knowledge.

Course Highlights Subsection
Including a subsection of the Course Highlights with
additional coursework shows the employer the courses
you have taken and where you are in your studies. Only
include the course you have taken or which you are
currently enrolled.
Architectural Drafting and Design example:

Using two columns can save space. If you have taken more
than one level of a course, you may put on the same line to
save space using Roman numerals for each level – example:
Blueprint Reading I & II .

Key Takeaways

• Drawing attention to your major and
coursework is a qualifier employers look for.
• Highlighting your education by selecting
coursework that can demonstrate how you
applied knowledge and skills to solve realworld problems is a great strategy for a new
grad or student seeking an internship.

Write a
Winning Resume
“Experience” & “Employment”
+ Clinical Experiences for Health Majors
+ Documenting Military Experiences

Overview
Sifting and sorting through your experiences and organizing
them into a “Related Experience” (or Clinical Experience)
section will elevate qualifiers to a more prominent place on
your resume while acknowledging the value of your previous
life experiences.

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

At a Glance
This module focuses on
creating a “Related Experience”
section as a strategy to
highlight your other life
experiences while acknowledging employment that may
be unrelated to your current
field of study but shows a
pattern of engagement with
work, life and education.
Documenting clinical
experiences for healthcare
majors and documenting
military service will also be
addressed.

“Experience” vs “Employment”
As you have identified in previous modules, you have
skills that come from all types of sources – selfmanagement skills, transferable skills, and job related
skills.
A traditional chronological resume focuses on writing
about your employment history in reverse order,
starting with the most recent experience first.
Using a Related Experience section can help you to
elevate the most important skills you have gained
from experiences without locking yourself into writing
only about paid experiences.

Sifting and Sorting “Experiences”

In Module Two you brainstormed your work experiences. In addition
to employment, consider all the other ways you gained experience –
internships, volunteer work, student or civic organizations - any
experience where you can talk about your skills.
Determine which of the experiences can
demonstrate that you have skills that would be
related and beneficial to your desired field of
employment.

Begin to sort the experiences into categories such
as “related experience”, “employment”,
“involvement” or other categories descriptive of
your career goals.
**You may need to resort your experiences for
each job application to highlight other examples.

Sifting and Sorting
Criminal Justice example:

Lets assume that Joe Spartan worked at the following places:
• An asset protection associate at Macy’s
• A landscaper with Steve’s Lawn Care
• A direct care support professional at CCRI
• An auto detailer at Don’s Car Wash
Which of these experiences are most relevant to working in the
criminal justice field??

Sifting and Sorting
Criminal Justice example:

When you think about skills need in the criminal justice field, the
most important experiences to elevate would be ones in which
Joe protected property and used “people skills". Therefore, his
experiences could be sorted accordingly:
Related Experiences:
• An asset protection associate at Macy’s
• A direct care support professional at CCRI
Employment:
• A landscaper with Steve’s Lawn Care
• An auto detailer at Don’s Car Wash

Connect the Dots
Now that you have determined which of your experiences
demonstrate important skills, it’s time to write about them in a
way to highlight skills and how they were applied so employers
can see how each experience will potentially transfer to the job
they are filling.
Put on your “brainstorming hat” again while you think of each
related experience you have identified.

Writing Bullet Points
Step 1:
Name the job title, the employer (not supervisor), the city and state of
the employer, and the months and years of your experience
Step 2:
Create a “laundry list” of responsibilities and job duties. Pair together
similar or complementary tasks.
Step 3:
Attach skills, technology, procedures, and techniques used to
accomplish each task. Use the “skills language” of your profession.
Step 4:
Begin with an action word to document the job duty along with the
skills you used. Add more details when possible – name technology, list
numbers, add results.

Sample Action Words
Here are some sample action words to use when writing bullet points.
Refer to the handout that accompanies this workshop series and check
pages 11 & 12 of the M State Job Search Guide for expanded lists.

4 Facts to Document Experience
2
1

4
3

1. The job title – Job titles provide a quick snapshot of your experience so put on the
left side of the page because we read from left to right and we want to capture the
employer’s attention right away. Bold the job title so it stands out - it’s an
important qualifier! If you were an intern – name the type of internship you had
to add detail – example: “Accounting Intern”.
2. The name of the employer/company (not supervisor’s name) - If you worked as a
baby sitter for Mike and Mary Anderson, you would write “Anderson Family” as
your employer.
3. The city and state abbreviation of the employer - Remember to separate city and
state with an comma.
4. The time frame of the experience – Use month and year only. Abbreviate the
month is space is a concern. Use seasons to indicate a short-term time frame such
as “Summer 2014”
NOTE: These four facts can be formatted on two lines – just be consistent with whole
document.

Related Experience Example
Criminal Justice example:
Use professional “skills language”
and identify equipment,
software, etc.

Begin with action words to document experiences.
Use present tense when writing about current
experiences and past tense when writing about
experiences that have ended.

4 facts to identify experience
(see pervious slide)

No need to use
periods as written
in phrases.

Documenting Employment
Employment not used in the Related Experience section can be
documented in a separate section so it is acknowledged and so the
most important qualifiers are found in a more prominent place on
the resume. If space allows, you may document items in your
Employment section in the same away as in the Related Experience
section. Use the technique below to document your employment
when space is at a tight.
Criminal Justice example:

4 facts to identify experience (see pervious
slide). Trail all information with commas
instead of separating between margins.

No need to bold job titles in this section. An exception would
be to bold job titles when not using a Related Experience
section and relying only on an Employment section.

Sample Related Experience
& Employment Sections
Automotive Technology Sample:

Sample Related Experience
& Employment Sections
Architectural Drafting and Design Sample:

The Roofer position could be considered as a related experience, depending on the work
activities. Assume this experience only involved applying shingles, it is not as strong of an
experience as the others listed in the Related Experience section where more professional
skills were applied. If space is at a premium, this experience best fits in this section.

Healthcare Clinical Experiences
For healthcare majors, experiences gained through clinical
rotations provide great hands-on applications and
opportunities to observe practice. While it is possible that
you may have experiences that are related to caring for
people and other unrelated work experiences, you should
document your clinical experiences in addition to creating
Related Experience and Employment sections as needed.
A “Clinical Experience” section would replace a Course
Highlights and an Additional Coursework subsection.

Healthcare Clinical Experience
Examples
Nursing sample:

In this example, the candidate wrote about Clinical Experiences as if they were Employment
Experiences, highlighting what was learned and applied from education.

Healthcare Clinical Experience
Examples
Radiologic Technology sample:

In this example, the candidate highlighted the host facilities and topics observed at each site.

Healthcare Clinical and Related Experiences
and Employment Sections Examples
Nursing sample:

Military Experience
In this example, the candidate highlighted military service in a separate
section. If duties from military service are related to the career goal,
documenting this experience may fit better in the Related Experience
section or in an Employment section. Determine importance and
relevance when finding the best placement.

Write a
Winning Resume
Additional Sections

Overview

Keep taking inventory of additional experiences and credentials
beyond those directly related to your employment goals and
find the best place to document them. Be strategic of where
you place them because your goal to keep your resume to one
page filled with relevant experience.

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

At a Glance
Additional sections can be created
to highlight other qualifications.
Sometimes it may be necessary to
determine if some of the
experiences can fit into existing
sections to record the experience
and maximize space on your
resume. Remember to find the best
placement on your resume.
This module focuses on
documenting skills, certifications
and involvement.
If space allows, you may add a
section to summarize qualifications.

Skills/Technical Skills
Architectural Drafting and Design example:

Categorize skills by type, using bold to set off the category. Use comma to
separate each skills. This formatting technique is helpful when space is tight.

This sample features a formatting technique this makes skills quick and easy to
read in a bulleted list. Two columns are used to use space more effeciently.

Involvement
If you have room on your resume and have civic or leadership
involvement that demonstrates how you contribute outside of the
workplace, you may document these items. Typically this section is
at the end of the resume and is the first thing to be eliminated when
space is limited.
Avoid listing activities that may create a bias against you. For
example, avoid naming specific political or religious affiliations unless
applying for a job in one of those organizations. For example, you
can write that you are a church volunteer, but do not list your church
affiliation. Also avoid writing about your hobbies – especially video
gaming, unless they directly relate to your career goal.

Certifications

If you hold certifications or licenses, create a section to document that
information. You may add dates to designate when the credential was
obtained or when it expires. You may also name the agency who
granted the credential, such as the American Red Cross.
In addition to the healthcare example shown below, you may include
a CDL driver’s license or certifications to operate equipment or handle
materials.
The best placement for this section is near your Education or Related
Experience sections.

Summarizing Qualifications
A “Summary of Qualifications” or “Qualifications” section is designed to
give the employer an overview of your top qualifications for the job you
are seeking. This type of section can be best used by candidates with
previous experiences that are directly related to the career goal.
Remember not to use personal pronouns -

Place the Summary
under your heading
as the first section
of the resume.

I, ME, MY

Summarizing Qualifications
Another strategy is to use branding statements that contains a one line
phrase to describe your qualifications. You may also consider writing
three to five skill words at the top of your resume to catch the
employer’s attention – think about the skill words contained in the job
description. Remember not to use personal pronouns - I, ME, MY

In both of these
examples, place the
branding statement
under your heading.
Applying bold and italics
to words make these
qualifications stand out.

Summarizing Qualifications
Finally, consider pulling a quotation from a letter of recommendation or
a written performance evaluation that speaks to your experience or
potential. Cite the writer’s name and job title to establish the context
in which the statement was written. This is a powerful way of showing
your qualifications as it is based on others’ observation of you instead
of you stating your potential.

Place the quotation under your heading. Use italics and a
larger font to draw attention to the reader. Add the writer’s
name, title, and organization name under the quotation.

Key Takeaways

• Take stock of all of your experiences and
contributions, finding the best way to document
your experiences by using special sections.
• Decide where information best fits to maximize
the experience and to efficiently use space on your
resume.
• A Qualifications Summary section or branding
techniques will catch the employers’ attention and
immediately showcase your qualifications.

Write a
Winning Resume
Finishing Touches
+ Cover Letters and References

Overview
In addition to an effective resume, a well-written cover letter and a list
of people who will provide a good reference for you are essential to
market your connection to the job you are seeking.
Once your resume, references and cover letter are complete - proof,
review, revise . . . proof, review, revise . . . SUBMIT!

Distinguish yourself from the crowd.

At a Glance
A list of people willing to “go to
bat” for you as references are
essential for your resume package.
There are a few ways to format
references and two of them are
discussed in this module.
A well-written cover letter tailored
to the job opening and company’s
profile round out the application
package. A recipe for writing a
letter will be discussed.
Finally, give your application
package a thorough review! A
checklist is provided in this
module.

References
• 3-5 reference providers are suggested. List only references who
have given you their permission.
• When requesting letters of reference, provide some guidance as
to what areas you wish the writer to address.
• Keep your references up-to-date about your job search. Let
them know when you are interviewing for a specific position.
Send them a copy of the job ad and brief information about the
company along with your resume for their reference.

References
Create a separate reference list on another document:
• Choose a format, margins and font that complements or
matches your resume.
• Use the same heading you created for your resume as your
letter head.
• In list form, include the reference’s name, job title or
relationship to you, address, phone number(s), and email
address.
• Allow at least two or three spaces between reference
information.
• Omit “References Available Upon Request” on the bottom of a
resume.

Reference Samples

This sample shows how references can be included at the
bottom of a resume when there is room. Include the
reference’s name, job title, organization, phone number
and email.

This sample shows how to create a separate reference
page. Include the reference’s name, job title, organization,
city and state, phone number and email.

Cover Letters
General Guidelines for Letters
• You are writing a business letter so use the rules that apply
when formatting such documents.
• Use conventional business letterform on standard size (8.5”x11”)
and make sure that the paper matches your resume. Letters
may also be sent as the body of an email message.
• Tailor your letter to the specific job and organization. Avoid
using a non-personalized form letter.
• Always direct your letter to a specific person, preferably an
individual with hiring authority. This information is often
available through one call to the organization’s receptionist. Be
sure to spell his/her name correctly and use the proper title.

Cover Letters, Continued
• Address specific qualifications the employer is looking for by
connecting experiences from your resume to the job description
and expand by giving details or examples to demonstrate your
qualities. Include your objective in the letter.
• When answering an advertisement, cover all of the points
requested in the exact order outlined.
• Convey enthusiasm for the position and set a positive tone.
• Use simple and direct language. Be as concise as possible.
Refrain from using slang and abbreviations.

Cover Letters, Continued
• Use self-descriptive action words that personalize your resume.
• Have several people proofread your letter for grammar,
punctuation, spelling and typographical errors. One error could
mean elimination.
• A common mistake is to spend a lot of time talking about
yourself and your skills/qualifications. It is important to put the
emphasis where it belongs – on the employer and his/her
needs.

A Cover Letter Recipe

Check out page 4 in the resume
guide from this series to better
view this page.

Proof, Review and Revise!

Proof, Review and Revise!

Key Takeaways

• Create a reference document with the contact
information for people who know what you can do
and who are willing to help market your
qualifications to employers.
• A cover letter is another opportunity for you to
discuss specific details from your work history. It
is also a way to explain to the employer that your
qualifications and goals for employment are
complementary to the company’s mission.
• Proof, review, revise – take care to make a great
first impression on paper.

